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SUMMARY 

Studies of the final attack phase of an automatically controlled 
interceptor were conducted in flfght and on electronic simulators to 
investigate various airplane command and stabilization networks and to 
develop simple but adequate simulation techniques for the synthesis of 
automatic control systems. A low-speed airplane equipped with an optical 
radar simulator was used as the test vehicle in flight tests at one air- 
speed and one altitude and in various pure pursuit attack situations. A 
number of interesting results were found for the various airplane command 
and stabilization networks studied but the extent to which these can be 
applied to the synthes5s of high-performance systems will depend-on the 
individual situation. 

Of the various automatic control systems investigated, the one which 
gave the most favorable compromise track&g performance for a variety of 
test maneuvers was essentially a rate stabilization system (pitch rate 
in elevation, and roll and yaw rates in azimuth). Of possible general 
interest was the incorporation of integrating neixorks in azimuth and 
elevation (to eradicate bias errors in turning maneuvers) and a nonlinear 
gain in azimuth (to permit stable but rapid reduction of both large and 
small azimuth errors). An automatic rudder turn coordination network was 
used successfully in all flight tests to maintain sideslip angles nesr 
zero. 

The selection and modification of the varFous loops for th-Ls final 
system were based, in a large Dart, on the results of analog-computer 
studies. Subsequent flight tests verified the adequacy of the simula- 
tion procedures employed. 

With this selected automatic control system, track-lng of airborne 
targets was generally smoother and more precise than corresponding 

t- 
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manually controlled tracking. In steady straight tail-chase runs,,for 
example, the standard deviations of the gun-line wander in azimuth and 
elevation under automatic control were about one mil and, under manual 
control, about two mils. Somewhat larger errors were experienced in 
transient flight conditions under automatic control than under manual 
control; however, they were not considered excessive. 

The average radial standard deviation of the tracking-line wander 
of the optical radar simulator was less than one mil. The excellent 
tracking performance with this manuaU~ operated optical sighting device 
may be of interest in connection with the design of director-type fire- 
control systems. 

IEIIBODUCTION 

The difficulty of intercepting modern bo+er aircraft has led to 
an increased interest in the use of automatic control equipment to 
improve the interceptor guidance during the final attack run and to free 
the pilot for the more important monitoring and judgment functions. In 
general, these interceptor automatic control systems a&e composed of 
three basic elements: a target detector which establishes the target 
location and motions with respect to the interceptor; computer elements 
whfch receive data such RS target location, target relative a&ion, bal- 
listic information, etc., and which furnish tracking corrmaands to the 
airplane and/or the target detector ; and an automatically stabilized 
airplane which receives maneuvering commands from the computer elements. 
Interceptor response and target motions form outer kinematic loops which 
establish the inputs to the target detector. 

R 

I . 
Such automatic interceptor control systems are complex and their 

performance, as indicated by the probability of kill, is influenced by 
many variables such as tactics, armament characteristics, radar noise, 
computer dynamics, interceptor aerodynamic and mass-distribution charac- 
teristics, etc. This makes it difficult to produce research results of 
general usefulness to designers* The present research program is 
restricted to one problem of general interest, the design of automatic 
command and stabilization systems capable of producing fast accurate 
interceptor response to tracking error signals. Much anQ--tical work 
has been done on various aspects of the final attack phase of the 
automatic-interception problem, as indicated by references 1 to 5. These 
studies were generally limited to analytical investigations of the sta- 
bllization and command-system response characteristics or of the tracking 
performance in simple two-dimensiona& tracking problems. While such 
studies provide necessary information, it-w& feltthat the present study 
should be extended to include, within the limitations of available equip- 4 
ment, analytical and flight investigations of the tracking performance of j 
an interceptor in a variety of three-dimensional attack situations. D 
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A low-speed, servo-equipped, two-place airplane was available for 
the flight-test phase of this investigation. To eliminate the complica- 
tions of an airborne self-tracking target detector, a manually operated 
optical device was used to simulate a noise-free, lag-free, tracking 
radar. The tests were conducted at one airspeed and one altitude with 
pure pursuit tracking (no ballistic lead). Tracking inaccuracies; as 
measured by the angles between a fuselage reference line (gun line) and 
the line of sight during various attack maneuvers against airborne tar- 
gets, were used as a basis for comparing the various command and stabili- 
zation systems. A high-speed electronic simulator and a Reeves Electronic 
Analog Computer were available for the corresponding system analysis and 
synthesis studies. 

It is difficult to draw generalizatfons from this single investiga- 
tion of a simplified system in a low-performance airplane. However, 
this investigation illustrates a technique of combined flight and simu- 
lator studies which, when applied to mDre complex systems in higher- 
performance airplanes, can lead to well-verified generalizations and 
design procedures. It was believed that the results of this study might 
serve as a guide to the fnitial &election of promising stabilization and 

a command systems, and that the concurrent flight-simulator technique would 
facilitate development of relatively simple but adequate methods of repre- 
senting the complex systems and problems on electronic simulators. This 
would permit rational extension of the present analysis to include such 
complications as radar noise and attack computers and to consider more 
modern airplanes and other system components of higher performance. 
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normal acceleration, g 

horizontal displacement (azimuth) of target from interceptor 
at t=o, f-t 

gain constant 

integrating network gain 

range, ft 

velocity, ft/sec 

acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec' 

horizontal displacement (azimuth) of interceptor at t 
seconds, ft , 

rolling velocity, radians/set (output of roll rate gyro in 
airplane coordinates) 
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pitching velocity, radians/set (output of pitch rate gyro 
in air-plane coardinates) 

yawing velocity, radians/set (output of yaw rate gyro in 
airplane coordinates) 

. 

d Laplace operator, x 

time, set 

voltage 

angle of attack, deg. 

-- 

rate of change of angle of attack, radians/set 

sideslip angle, deg 

rate of change of flight path (7 = q -A), radians/set 

total aileron deflection, deg 

rate of change of aileron deflection, deg/sec 

elevaE. de_flectionJ deg I r- -. -.. ._ . . . . . . I ,_I ” ._, 1 

rate of change of elevator deflection, deg/sec 

1 .-. 

f 

rudder deflection, deg 

rate of change of rudder deflection, deg/sec 

pitch angle (from horizontal), deg (space coordinates) 

pitchw.velocity, radians/set (space coordinates) 

standard deviation gun-l- wander, mils 

yaw angle, deg (space coordinates). 

yawing velocity, radians/set (space coordinates) 

gun-line error, mils 

inclination of gun line from fuselage datum line 
rb 
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radar simulator tracking--line error, mils 

sighting error, mile 

Target 
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E 

8 elevation component in airplane coordinates 

a 

Sketch (a) 

Subscripts 

Sight tracking line 

Gun line 

Interceptor fuselage 
datum line 

azimuth component fn space coordinates 

elevation component in space coordinates 

fnput 

initial conditions at t=O, set . 

error 

azimuth component ti air-plane coordinates 
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EQUIPMENT 

Interceptor 
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The test vehicle used as an interceptor in this investigation was 
a single-engined, propelJer4river, twe@%e.-SE.k5 Nav .@ive. bomber 
modified to accomodate a manually operated optical radar simulator and - 
equipped with electrically actuated hydraulic servos on all control sur- 
faces. Figure 1 is a photograph of. thi.s.a~rpl&e. in flight; Detailed 
descriptions of the alr-p~lane and the servo equipment are given Fn 
references 6 to 8. 

-. 

Radar Simulator 

A noise-free lag-free radar was simulated by a manually operated, 
periscopic, sighting station which had been designed for the remote 
control of aircraft gun turrets. This sighting station-was modified 
by changing the elevation gearing (degree rotation of hand control per 
degree line of sight) from 1:l to 2.25:l and by the addition of viscous 
damping in azimuth and elevation to improve the sight tracking charac- 
teristics. The azimuth gearing, lo controller for lo line of sight, was 
not modified. In operation, this device was manually controlled to keep 
the sight tracking line directed at the intersection of the horizontal 
and vertical tails of the target airplane. Pick-offs provided electrIca 
signals to the automatic control system that were proportional to the 
azimuth and elevation a&les of the sight tracking line with respect to 
the gun line of the interceptor, in interceptor body axes. 

As shown in figure 1, this sighting station was located above and 
behind the front cockpit to provide the sight operator with an unob- 
structed field of view. The optical axis of the radar simulator, in 
its neutral position, was parallel to the optical axis of the Mark 8 
Mod 5 gun sight in the front cockpit. This gun-sF@;ht axis represented 
the gun line of the interceptor. The sight axes were inclined 5O nose 
up with respect to the fuselage datum line, primarily to-avoid the wake 
of the target airplane. Figure 2 is a photograph of the radar simulator 

Flight Instrumentation 

. 

I 

Time hFstories of pertinent motions of the interceptor and of the 
control surfaces and selected voltages in the automatic control system 
were recorded in flight on an l&hannel Consolidated oscillograph. 
Two 16-mm GSAP cameras were used to photograph the target airplane, one 
along the axis of the interceptor gun line (through the Mark 8 Mod 5 
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gun sight), and one along the sight tracking line (through the radar 
simulator). Identification pips for each frame were recorded on the 
oscillograph to permit a time correlation of all recorded data. Statis- 
tical data for determining the track- performance of the interceptor 
were obtained from analysis of the lb film. Diagrams of the pictures 
obtained from the l&mmGSAP cameras are shown in figure 3. 

TESTS, lXFSCGT8, AKD DISCUSSION 

As an aid in assessing the significance of the tests and results 
of th-Ls invebtigation, let us first compare briefly a representative 
automatic control system with the sMplified automatic control system 
studied in this inv8stFgation. A simplified block diagram of one 
channel-of a representative directo-tm automatic interceptor control 
system is given in figure 4(a). The target position and motions, with 
respect to the interceptor, are determined by an automatic tracking radar. 
Associated electric signals, along tith other input quantities, are then 
fed to an attack computer which calculates and compares desired and actual 
angles between'lFne of sight and the interceptor axes for some selected 
type of attack course (such as lead pursuit, constant bearing, etc.}. 
Signals proportional to these angular differences, which represent air- 
plane tracking errors, are fed as commEtnda to the stabilized airplane. 

t 
- 

For the present investigation, it was desirable to simplify this 
typical automatic control system in order to facilitate study of the 
gross effects of changes fn the major components on the over-all track- 
ing performance. The awlification employed is demonstrated by the 
basic block diagram of one channel of the automatic control system fn 
figure 4(b). The manually operated optical device was assumed to track 
the target with negligible noise or other error so that its output rep- 
resents the angle between the line of sight and the interceptor gun 
line, used as a measure of the interceptor tracking error; these signals 
are fed directly to the appropriate control channel of the stabilized air- 
plane as command signals. As can be readily seen, the StabilizatFon loops 
are similar in both cases, but the simplified SB2C-5 system neglects the 
dynamics of the radar and computers. In order to tiimize the importance 
of these differences in the present study, airplane track- performance 
has been investigated for a variety of target and interceptor cond-ltiona 
and target maneuvers, which approximate kinematic and interceptor auto- 
matic control problems cornman to all such systems. Thus, despite the 
simplification shown Fn figure 4(b), the results may serve as a guide in 
the synthesis of the more complicated automatic control systems as repre- 
sented by figure &(a). 

The tests and results of this investigation will be discussed in the 
follotiing sectious in the order indicated below: (a) development of 
suitable stabilization and turn coordination networks and prelimfnary . 
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tracking with a simple error-signal co-d system; (b) use of analog 
computers to design signal modifiers to improve the performance of this 
simple command system; and (c) evaluation of the tracking performance 
with the automatic control system developed from the combined analoe 
computer and flight Studies. 

; - 

Automatic Control With a Simple Command System 

In this first phase of the investigation, it was expedient to employ 
a Simpl8 errOr¶ignal command System, as exemplified by figure 4(b), to 
facilitate the examination of the gross effects of various stabilization 
and turn coordination networks on the tracking performance of an auto 
matically controlled 3.nterceptor. As discussed in detail below, the 
various networks were examined briefly on a limited-capacfty high-speed 
electronic simulator to determine the gain levels required for flight 
and the stable regions of parameter adjustment. Flight tests were then 
conducted and the network gains were adjusted to give optimum response. 
Flight tracking studies were then conducted, using the simple command 
system and the optimum stabilization and turn coordination network gains, 
to determine the feasfbilitg of tracking with such a simplified automatic 
control system. 

Develoument of stabilization and turn coordination networks.- The 
first step in the present investigation was to determine suitable stabili- 
zation and turn coordination networks. ~To~facELitate the aelectFon of 
desirable feedback signals and the corresponding gain levels, a high-peed 
electronic simulator was used. A block diagram of the automatic control z 

system, as studied on the simulator, is shown in figure 5 (brief tests of 
the gyros used in the flight tests indicated that their dynamic effects 
could be neglected in this simulation). The response chsracterFstics in .-- 
elevation and azimuth were determined independently by introducing a 
square pulse voltage (approximately 1.3 second) into the circuit at v, 
and va, respectively. Similar t&ate were later conducted in flight and 
the flight response characteristics and gain levels which produced the 
best tracking results for each stabilization loop are shown in table I. 
For convenience, only the pitching-velocity response for the elevation 
channel and the yawing-velocity response for the az2muth channel are 
shown. Good correlation between flight and simulator results was achieved. 

In order to obtain satisfactory tracking performance, 19 and d( should 
reach constant steady values in the shortest possible time with no appre- 
ciable overshoot. Hence, the responses q and r should follow the 
shape of the square pulse inputs. On this basis it appears that for the 
elevation channel, stabilization loop (c) which has pitching-velocity feed- 
back will give satisfactory tracking. Pitch-angle feedback (stabilization 

I 

loop (a>> d oes not provide sufficient damping and ~3.11 produce ateady- 
state errors when tracking a target in steady climbing or diving flight. b 
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Normal acceleration feedback (stabilization loop (d)) appears to be only 
marginally acceptable in the abS8nC8 of shaping networks. 

In the azimuth channel, the use of a rolling--velocity signal alone 
(stabilization loop (a)) is unsatisfactory because, fn correcting an 
initial track- error, maxirmunbank angle andmaxirmnnturningrate are 
reached as the error approach83 zero. Bank-8 feedback (stabtiization 
loop (b)) appears to be satisfactory; however, the addition of a roll- 
rate signal, as in stabilization loop (c), greatly improved the stability 
of the system. 

Table I also indicates that when the roll-angle signal (azimuth 
stabilization loop (c) is replaced by a yaw-rate signal (loop (d)) the 
response becomes less stable. If the aideslip remains at zero during a 
turnFng maneuver the yaw rate r can be expressed as (g sin (P)/V or 
H/V if the bank angle is not too large (see page 23). Thus, it appears 
that identical results should be obtained with either Cp or r feedback, 

I provided equivalent gains are used. The dtiference shown in table I 
is due primarily to the fact that it was not possible to operate the sya- 
tern with the yaw-ate feedback gain high enough to make the two networks 
equivalent ( [&A/r1 should be 570 for equivalence with 16A/(PI = 1.0). 
Furthermore, any sideslip developed during the inlttil portion of the 
maneuver would influence r to a greater extent than cp* The high gain 
levels required in azimuth stabilfzation loop (d) produced unstable ten- 
dencies which were undesirable for these preliminary flight teats. 

The turn coordination channel, which controls the rudder to maintain 
sideslip angles near zero, was developed on the simulator concurrently 
with the azimuth channel teats. Pulse disturbances, corresponding to 
va ~II five 5(b), were Fntroduced into the aztih channel and the 
various rudder parameter gains were adjusted to give optimum coordination. 
As shown in figure 5(b), signals proportionalto yawing velocity, side- 
slip angle, and rolling velocity were fed to the rudder to attain the 
desired turn coordination. Subsequent flight tests indicated better turn 
coordination under automatic control than was realized under manual COP 
trol in similar maneuvers. This turn coordination network was used in all 
flight tests under automatic control, although flight results indicated 
that the test vehFcle was not paZ%FCularlg sensitive to certain circuit 
parameter changes (for example, the rolling+elocity feedback afgnal 
could be omitted without serious deleterious effects). 

Preliminary tracking atudies.- Preliminary flight tracking studies 
against nollznaneuvera and maneuvering targets were conducted tith the 
simple error-signal command system and with the stabilization networks 
just discussed. Tracking runs, at a pressure altitude of 10,000 feet 
and at an airspeed of 180 knots, were made against nonmaneuvering targets 
starting from a tail chase with a 10-l initial step "lock-on" error 
below or to the right of the target in elevation and azirmrth, respectively. 
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These flight tracking studies indicated that the best tracking in 
elevation would be realized with a loop incorporating elevation stabili- 
zation loop (c) (pitching-velocity feedback). The beat azimuth&racking 
for these preliminary studies was obtained with the azfnarth-stabilization 
loop (c) (roll angle and rolliug~elocity feedback). Time histories of 
these tracking results are shown in figure 6 compared with similar track- 
ing results obtained under manual control by an experienced pilot' (the 
Small. random errors in both modes of control haV8 b88n faired for clarity).- 
This comparison offers a convenient basis for critically assessing the 
autonvstic tracking performance with the s~lifi.ed system_.and for hi@;h- 
lighting deficiencies-requiring further study and system improvemsnta. 
In all cases, the tires required to reduce and maintain the initial track- 
ing error withFn *t5 mils was greater under automatic control. This is 
particularly noticeable in azimuth error where the time to reduce the 
error is in excess of 32 s8ccmds. 

It was noted that azimuth tracking with tight roll stabilization, 
loop (c), was not as good as 'when the moderately stabilized loop (d) was 
used, primarily because tight roll stabilization restricted the bank-to- 
turn airplane in roll and hence reduced its ability to correct azimuth 
errors rapidly. However, azimuth stabilization loop (d) was not selected 
for further study at thfs time because of undesirable stability charac- 
teristics as previously mentioned. 

The track- performance of the automat&cally controlled airplane 
with the simple command system was also investigated against a maneuver- 
ing target where the target eX8CUted a sudden breakaway turn. The best 
results were Obtained wFth elevation stabilization loop (c) and with the 
azimuth stabilization loop (c) shown in table I. In a steady 2 g target 
maneuver, large steady-state errora, of the order of 120 mile In azimuth 
and 4.0 mils in elevation, buKl.t up within 6 38COndS after the maneuver 
was initiated. These errors were off scale on the data cameras and hence 
a time history of this maneuver cannot be presented. In these maneuvers, ' 
the automatically controlled airplane was well stabilized and the track- 
ing was smooth; however, it was evident that system modifications would 
be required to elimfnate this type of error in steady turns. 

Automatic Control With an Improved Command System 

The preliminary flight tests of the automatic control system with a 
simple command loop showed that the tracking performance was seriously 
limited by the inability to reduce azimuth errors rapidly and by the 
inability to track steady maneuvering targets without steady-state errors. 

. ? 

'The manual-control data presented in this report were obtained by 
Mr. Rudolph D. Van Dyk8, Jr., pilot A of reference 9. 
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c 
It appeared that these limitations could be corrected by the addition of 
suitable networks between the command circuit and the stabilization loop 
(for convenience, such signal-modifying networks will be considered here- 
after as part of the command circuit). Improvements of this me could 
beat be developed on a simulator ; a Reeves Electronic Analog Computer with 
sufficient capacity to permit an adequate afmulation of the desired mss- 
euvers was available for this purpose. 

Initial WC simulation.- The details of the REAC investfgation and 
the development of the assocfated equations are given in Appendix A, key 
points of which are tiClUd8d in the following discussion. A block diagram 
of the system 63mUlated on the REAC is shown Fn figure 7. For the purpose 
of this slnrulation, it was necessary to make the following assumptions: 

1. perfect turn coordination (P = 0) 
2. perfect tracking (c = h) 

2 
second-rder rate-limited servo system 
second-rder airplane response in pitch 

5. firstwrder airplane response in roll (negligible rolly-aw 
coupling and negligible roll due to rudder) 

It was also necessary to give careful consideration to the sWtiLation of 
the problem kinematic parameters such as range, relative velocities, 
inclination of the interceptor gun line, and the rotation and translation 
of the interceptor with respect to the target during maneuvers. The 
effects of range and the favorable effect, on the trackfng performance, 

'of a 5O inclination of the interceptor gun Hne are discussed in some 
detail in Appendix A. 

In order to insure a valid starting point for the REAC synthesis 
of Circuit improv8m8ntS, the OptimUm Simplified automatic COntrOl System 
(elevation stabilization loop (c), azimuth loop (c), and simple comaaand 
cfrcuit) was simulated and REXC results were compared with the corre- 
sponding flight results to establish the validity of the stabilization- 
loop simulation (fig. 8) and the tracking-loop simulation (fig. 9). The 
anvsll discrepancies are within the repeatabilIty of flight ruzla with the 
same parameter adjustmsnts and are due primarily to small nonuniform2ties 
in the operation of the radar simulator and minor deference6 in range, 
airspeed, etc., between flight and the RF&C. 

Develonment of the nonlinear command n8tWOrk.- Following the 8Stab- 
lfahment of a valid simnlation of the system containing the simple co-d 
circuit, attention was turned toward utilfzing the REAC for sixdying means 
of overcoming the major deficiencies demonstrated in the initial flight 
teats. First, consideration was given to means of minimizing the time 
(see fig. 9) for the aUt0matiCall.y controlled interceptor to reduce ini- 
tial lOO-mil azimuth tracking errors to a reasonably low value (say *5 
mils). The data in figUre 9 represent the beat compromise azimuth track- 
ing performance with a linear command-signal gain. Increasing th-Ls linear 
gain was found to give superior tracking for small errors at the expense 
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. 
of excessively large overshoots in the initial maneuver (due to rate- 
limiting of the aileron servo system), with a net increase in the time 
required to reduce the origWal error. Likewise, lowering the linear gain 
reduced the initial overshoots but provided inadequate control for small 
errors. Hence, it appeared that some form of nonllnear gain Fn the azimuth 
cormland circuit (high gain for small errors, low gain for large errors) 
could be used to advantage to permit a more rapid reduction of both large 
and small azimuth errors. 

Several types of nonlinearities were studied on the FIFX!. The most 
promising nonlinearity is shown in figure 10. A aignfficant Improvement 
in tracking performance was predicted on the REX when this nonlInear com- 
mand network was used (fig. 11). The corresponding aileron control motfons 
are also shown Tn figure II. The large early reversal of the aileron 
angles, needed to prevent large initial overshoot, results from the use of 
high gains far azimuth tracking errors leas than l/2' (8.7 mile). 

A nonlinear gain device which EtpproxImated the characteristics 
selected from the REAC study was installed in the airplane and aucceaa- 
fully flight tested. The nonlinearity predfcted on the RI&Y.J Es modiffed 
as shown in figure 10 to prevent severe twitching of the ailerons at the 
break point. Quantitative comparison of REclC and flight tracking perform- 
ance with this and other system improvements wi.U. be dfscusaed later. 
Additional examples of the use of the norilinesrities are given in refer- 
ence 10. 

Develoment of integrating networks for eliminating steady-state 
errors.- The preliminary flight tests with the simple command circuit 
mndicated that large steady-state errors would occur when the inter- 
ceptor attempted to track a target in a steady turn. The diagram below 

servo Airplane 
b 

Gt GE 
I 9.4 - 2.33 

1+.049s +.0024se 1+.183s 
- 

I -- KP ’ 
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- = “Cl s[( I+ KpG,Gp)s + K#+P) 

Sketch (b) 
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represents the azimuth $annel of this system, with the assumption that 
for small bank angles, @ = K(p where K = g/V. This system, with its 
l/s term in the open-loop transfer function, till produce a steady-state 
error when subjected to a constant velocFty input since a finite value of 
the error voltage Va must exist if the bank angle cp required for the 
turn is to be maintained (see, e.g., p. 208 of ref. JL). The addition 
of a properly designed integrating network (essentially integrating the 
azinruth error signal) as shown in the diagram below changes the transfer 
function as follows: 

Ib KGrGdKv + 9) -= 
va a=[(1 +K$rGa)s + qGrG21 

Integrating 
network 

I+ % 

Servo Airplane 

Gl 
s, 

G2 

L --------- ---------- 1 
Sketch (c) 

This open--loop transfer function has a l/s2 characteristic term and 
does not require a constant error voltage Va to maintain the bank 
angle Cp in the steady turn maneuver. A short-termtransition error 
will. exist when the maneuver is initiated but will be ieduced at a rate 
dependent upon the gains 5n the system. A similar analysis can be 
applied to the elevation channel. 

REAC studies were conducted to determine the optix8m gains, Kve and 
Icv,z (fig= 71, of the integrating networks. The improvement in the pre- 
dieted tracking performance in response to an 8O per second turning COD+ 
mand associated with the addition of the integrating networks is illus- 
trated in figure 12. 

The integrating networks for both the azimuth and elevation channels 
were mechanized by mesns of electronic circuits, installed in the test 
airplane, and were successfully flight tested at the gain levels indicated 
by the REM! studies. Comparison of the predicted and measured effects of 

- 
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the integrating networks on the transient track- performance is included 
in the next section. 

. 
Prelmm tracking studies with the moved command wstem .- 

Automatically controlled tracking runs in maneuvers similar to those pre- 
viously used with the simple command system were conducted in flight and 
were simulated on the REAC using the improved automatic control system 
which consisted of the azimuth and elevatFon stabilization loops (c) of 
table I modified by both the nonlinear and integrating networks in azimuth 
and an integrating network in elevation as just described. 

The tracking performance, with this improved automatic control system, 
during a lock-on maneuver against a nonmaneuvering target is shown in 
figure 13. Although the integrating network reduced the predicted large 
favorable effect (shown in fig. 11) of the nonlinear gain on the transient 
azimuth tracking performance, it is readily seen that the combined modi- 
fications still gave a marked improvement over the simple-command-system 
performance shown in figure 9. The time to reduce the a.zJ@h error to 
within +5 mils has been reduced from a time in excess- of 32 seconds (fig.- 
9) to approximately 7 seconds (fig. 13). No material change in perform+ 
snce was'experienced in the elevation channel. Again, the correlatton 
between the flight and REM data is considered excellent. 

Next, the tracking performance of this improved automatic control 
system against maneuvering targets was checked in flight. No quantita- 
tive comparison can be made between these flight-test results and the 
REAC studies shown in figure I.2 because the step turn- command input 
used on the FEAC does not simulate the initial transient condFtions which 
occur when the target airplane initiates the turn. However, the time 
history of a typical flight run (fig. 14) shows that, as might be pre- 
dieted from figure 12, the integratirg networks successfully eliminated 
the steady-state errors in the steady turn (about 2 g in this example) 
but that a large azimuth error occurred in the turn-entry transition 
region. 

The lengthy interval of large azlsnzth transition error might be as- 
cribed, in part, to the tight roll-stabiliazation characteristics of the 
rollwle and roll-ate stabilizatfon loop and in part to the lack of 
target bankwle signals, which are used by a human pilot to anticipate 
target evasive turns. ThFs latter difficulty is inherent in known target 
seekers, and it was apparent that any system improvements must come from 
changes in the azimuth roll-stabilization loop. Preliminary flight studies 
indicated that azimuth stabilization loop (d) (table I) permitted a more 
rapFd reduct-lon of a large initial azTmuth error than stabilization loop 
(c). However, as previously Indicated, loop (d) was initially considered 
less desirable from the over-KU flight standpoint because of unstable 
tendencies due to low damp- characteristics and the high gain levels 
required. 
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In an effort to improve the transition-region tracking performance, 
azimuth stabilization loop (c) was replaced with stabtiization loop (d). 
A comparison of the flight azimuth tracking performance in the transition 
region is shown in figure 15 for both stabilization loops (c) and (d) 
and for a typical manually controlled maneuver. It is seen that, corn- 
pared to loop (c), the more loosely stabilized loop (d) reduced several- 
fold the errors in the period immediately follow3ng inftiatfon of the 
target evasive turn; although still somewhat larger than when under manual 
control, the errors with loop (d) were at least of the same order of mag- 
nitude. The over-all tracking performance as measured in the lock-n 
maneuver with a 10-l initfal error, in steady straight flight and fn 
steady turning flight, was not materially affected by the use of azimuth 
stabilization loop (d). 

In view of the above results, azimuth stabilizatfon loop (d) of 
table I was used ti all succeeding analytical and flight studies. The 
associated complete automatic control system, representing the optimum 
compromise for the various tracking problems considered, is suzlnnarfzed 
in block-diagram form in figure 16. Pertinent transfer functions for the 
servos and airframe, for the azimuth nonlfnear gain, for the integrating 
networks, and for the feedback gains have been given in figures 5, 10, and 
12;and table I, respectively. 

Effects error leva ion t s at lock-on.- Prior 
to proceeding with a more complete ev&tion of the automat& control 
system shown in figure 16, it was desirable to examine brPefly the effects 
of cotiined azimuth and elevation errors at the time of lock-on, since, 
as indicated in the diagrams below, there are target-interceptor situa- 
tions which may cause tracking instabilities in the attacking airplane. 

, 

---- 

EIL t 

& 

‘%I 
Ee I 

I 

(I) (2) 

Sketch (d) 

-i 
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These diagrams show three tracking situations where the target has the 
same azimuth error sq but different elevatfon errors ~0. When the 
target is above the interceptor as in diagram (l), or when there is no 
elevation error as in diagram (2), banking the interceptor toward the 
target tends to reduce the error s. However, when the target is below 
the interceptor, as in diagram (3), it is apparent that the banking of the 
interceptor to correct the azimuth error Ea initFally increases this 
error. This destabilizing effect becomes acute as the target approaches 
a position directly under the interceptor gun line. 

These effects were 5nitially studied on the REX! and the results 
are shown tie ffgure 17. These data represent the path of a projection 
of the titerceptor gun line on a plane through the target, perpendicular 
to the inFtial interceptor gun line. These FE&C data indicate that this 
interceptor will not experience the unstable conditions shown above in 
diagram (3) because, as shown Fn figure 17(c), the Interceptor pitched 
so rapidly at lock-on that the relative position of the target was changed 
from below the interceptor to above the interceptor where the instabili- 
ties did not exist. For example, at approximately 0.7 second after lock- 
on(flg. 17(c)) the initial pftch error had been wfped out and yet the 
bank angle had only reached the relatively low value of loo, which was 
too small to cause any sizable unstable tendency. Also, as shown in 
figure 17(a), the interceptor overshot the target by approximately 100 
mils In less than 2 seconds so that its position, relative to the target, 
was similar to that shown in figure 17(c). 
bank angle was about 40° (at t = 

In this case, however, the 
2 seconds) and the apparent elevation 

error se was almost zero; thus the tendency toward instability had no 
effect. The high ratio of pitch response to .roU, resgonse is reflected 
also in the data shown previously in figures 6, 9, and 13. 

Similar flight maneuvers confirmed these REAC results. However, 
these maneuvers exceeded the photographic range of the tracking cameras 
and hence flight time histories of these maneuvers are not available. 

F3aluation of the Automatic Control System 
in Ty-pFcal F-1 Attack Maneuvers 

Previous sections of this report have been devoted to flight and 
analytical studies of various stabilization loops and command networks 
for use in an automatically controlled interceptor. From these studFes 
of segments of the total Interceptor guidance poblem, a more or less 
optimum automatic control system was developed (fig. 16) which produced 
the best track- performance for all of the attack situations considered. 
It is of interest to evaluate further the tracking performance of this 
selected automatic control system in a mre comprehensive series of flight 
tests which impose a wider variety of interceptor motions representative 
of those that might be encountered with a tactical interceptor, and to 
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comre quantitatively and statistically the track- performance of the 
automatically controlled interceptor (and the radar simulator) tith the 
tracking performance of the manually piloted airplane. 

The flightiest maneuvers used in this evaluation were the Ames 
standardgcnneryrun (ASGruns), shown in figure 18(a) and described 
in detail in reference 9, and a gO" beam attack shown in figure 18(b). 
These maneuvers provided target-titerceptor motions comparable to most 
phases of an automatic attack requiring precise roll, pitch, and yaw 
control. The ASG run may be recognized ae a composite of the test 
maneuvers used in the prelimtTlFlry studies. 

under au Comoarison of the aircu tracking oerforman . 
and manual control,.-Typical time histories of the'k-line ~%r- 
ing automatically controlled ASS runs and go0 beam attacks are compared 
in figures 19 and 20, respectively, with similar time hfstor%es obtained 
under normal manual control. It is seen that in all cases the tracking 
was smoother and more precise under automatic control, except during the 
brief lock-on and transition periods. 

f 

The gun-lfne wander in a series of gO" beam attacks and in the 
straight-flight and steady--turn portions of a nuriber of ASG runs was 
analyzed statistically. In all cases, bias errors were very small for 
both automatic and manual control. hmlysis of over 20,,000 data points 
showed that the track- error distributfon was approximately Gaussian. 
The average standard deviations of the gun-lfne wander during the selected 
portions of the test maneuvers are shown in the following table. 

IAverage standard deviation of the gun-line1 
tracking error, 0, mils 

Target maneuver (AutomatlclWnual 
Azimuth 

I Nonmaneuver ing 
Maneuvering I 

aSt~ndard-gunnery run 1.5 2.9 
90 beam attack 1.5 2.7 

Elevation 
Nonmaneuvering 1.1 2.2 
Maneuver- 

aStydard gunnery run 2.9 
90 beam attack 2.9 

aDoes not include initial transient. 

It is seen in the table above that although the standard deviations of 
the tracking errors under manual control were BJLU, in all cases they 
were even smaller under automatic control. The practical importance 
of such numerically small improvements in tracking accuracy due to 
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automatic control would depend on such factors as the particular arma- 
ment, tactical situation, and fire-control system under consideration. 

The initial. portions of the test maneuvers and the transition region 
of the ASG runs are of a transient nature that did not appear amenable to 
any useful statistical analysis.- Information regarding the length of the 
transient region and the magnitude and nature of the track- errors is, 
of course, contained in the trackingerror tims histories shown in fig- 
ures 19 and 20. Although the transient errors under automatic control 
were in general larger than under manual control, the differences were 
not considered excessive in view of the unavoidable loss of useful target 
bankmle information mentioned previously. 

Evaluation of the ontical tracking aerformance with the radar 
sGnulator.-A statistical. evaluation of the tracking performance of the 
optical radar simulator during the test.maneuvers.is of interest because 
this device has a marked influence on the overcall tracking performance 
of the automatically controlled airplane. Typical time histories of the 
optical tracking with the manually operated radar simulator during test 
maneuvers with the automatic control system shown in figure 16 are given 
in figure 21. The small steplIke discont5nuPties shown on these time 
histories are primarily the result of aileron twitching (at the break 
points of the azimuth nonlinear gain).,_t.arget wake effects (in the tre 
sition region and in tming flight), and the characteristic stepwise 
motions of the sight operated in elevation (due to high breakout forces). 

The average standard deviation of the lin-f-sight error (radial) 
for all of the test maneuvers was less than 1 mil.= For comparison, 
the average standard deviation of the radial gun-line error when under 
manual control Was approx-tely three mils against nonmaneuvering targets, 
The high quality of the tracking performance tith the optfcal radar 
simulator is associated xLth the superior dynamic response characteristics 
of the small mechanical device as compared with that of the airplane and 
its control system. Thus, the optical sighting station approximated the 
action of a noise-free, lawfree radar, so that (as desired for the pres- 
ent study) airplane tracking errors arising from erroneous target infor- 
mation were very small. IEven with much less stable airplane+utopilot 
condit ions, such as aztith stabilization loop (a) In table I, the track- 
ing performance of the line of sight was very good. 

The excellent tracking performance attained with this manually 
operated optical device suggests that tracking equipment, based on this 
principle, might prove useful in the design of director-type fire control 
systems. 

%he operation of the optical radar. simulator in flight, the precise 
control of which contributed so much to the success of this project, was 
accomplished by Mr. DonovanR. HeWe, pilot C of reference 9. 

1 . 

. 

. 
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CONCLUi3IONS 

Flight and analog computer studies of the final-attack phase of an 
automatically controlled interception are described in this report. The 
flight tests were made in a low-peed propeller4riven airplane with a 
simulated noise-free radar. Pure pursuit tracking runs with a number of 
5nitial attack situations were used as a basis for test- various types 
of airplane stabilization and command loops. Due to numerous differences 
in attack problems, airplane and component performance, and system con+ 
piexity between this test equipment and present and projected automatic 
interceptors, the following conclusions based on the methods and results 
of the present study alone cannot be applied indiscriminately to the 
synthesis of high performance systems; the extent to which they are appli- 
cable will depend on the individual situation. 

I 
1. Of the various control systems investigated, the one givFng the 

most favorable tracking characteristics for the different test maneuvers 
incorporated pitch+cate stabilization in the elevation channel and roll 
rate and yaw rate in the azimuth channel. 

2. The use of integrating networks in both channels was found to 
be a satisfactory means for eliminating the steady-state errors normally 
associated with the tracking of a steadily maneuvering target without 
necessitating the use of increased system gain levels, a point of general 
interest in system design. 

3. - Poor yaw response associated tith afleron servo rate limiting 
was significantly improved through the use of a nonlinear gain Fn the 
azQmrth channel. A device of this type provides a fast and stable 
response with a relatively lowqwered rate-limited servo and hence may 
have many possible applications. 

4. An automatic rudder turn-coordination'system, designed on the 
basis of analog-computer studies was used successfully fn all flight 
tests to maintain sideslip angles near zero. 

5. The adequacy of the simulation procedures employed in the analog- 
computer studies of this Investigation wa8 verified by the subsequent 
flight tests. 

6. Analog-computer studies sh gwed a strong favorable effect on air- . 
plane tracking performance of the 5 gun-line inclination employed in the 
test airplane to avoid the wake of the target. 

7. With the selected automatic control system, tracking of airborne 
targets was generally smoother and more precise than manually controlled 
track-. For example, in steady straight tail--chase runs, the standard 
deviations of the gun-line wander In azimuth and elevation under automatic 
control were about one ~12.1 and under manual control about two mils. 
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. 
Although somewhat larger errors were experienced in transient conditions 
under automatic control than under manual control, they were not consid- 
ered excessive. Bias errors were always very smaIU under either mode of 
control. 

8. The average radial standard deviation of the tracking-line wander 
of the manually operated optical sighting device used to simulate a nolse- 
free radar was less than 1 mil. This excellent track- performance 
with the movable optical sight- device may be of Interest 5n connection 
with the design of director4ype fire-control systems. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., Oct. 14, 1954 
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AFPEMDIXA 

SIMIJUTTONCFA~MATICIRTER~RPRCBI;EM 
ON TEE ANALOG CO- 

The Reeves Electronic Analog Computer was used to simulate the 
automatically controlled interceptor described in this report. This 
simulation included the geometric loops involved Fn tracking of a non- 
maneuvering target with initial lock-on errors in azimuth and elevation. 
The block diagram of the complete network shown Ln figure 7 is based on 
the follow- assmptions: 

1. There is a perfect rudder channel maintaining zero sideslfp at 
all times. 

2. The roll-e response of the .airplane is deffned by the trans- 
fer function 

q E-7 
- = s(s +5.4-6) SA 

This single-degre~f-freedom representation neglects roll due to yaw, 
and for the condition of zero sideslip the yawing velocity may be 
expressed as r = (g/V) sin Cp. 

3. The airplane pitchwelocity response may be represented by 
the second-rder transfer function 

q _ -19.511 + 0.75s) -- & s= + 3.72s + 1.6 

which is of the form ordinarily obtained when changes in forward speed 
are neglected. 

4. The elevator and aileron servos canbe represented as second- 
order systems with control rate lfmiting. 

5. The human sight operator tracks the target perfectly, that is, has 
a unity transfer function (s = X). 

6. The distance between target and interceptor remains constant dur- 
ing a tracking run. 

In figure 7, the initial lock-n errors sqo ant se0 (with respect 
to horizontal and vertical space axes) are programmed at the left as 
step inputs. The error signals sq and se must then be resolved into ' 
the airplane coordinate system to produce the tracking errors Be and Ea. 
In general, when the reference axis of the sight is coincident with the 
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roll axis of the airplane and when the angular displacements are small, 
the resolution can be accomplished as shown in the sketch below: 

Sight 

where 

+A. 
axis / w 

Sketch (e) 

Ee = E@ CO8 qJ + E$ sin 9, 

Ea = ajf COB Cp - EQ Sill Cp 

In the SE32C-5 airplane, however, 
from the roll axis by an angle q 

the sight axis ~6 inclined upward 
of approximately 5 . The following 

sketch illustrates the correct resolution in this case: 

Here Ee 

Sight 

Sketch (f) 

may be expressed as 

Ee = a* sin cp + (qJ + q) COB cp - q 

Ea = E* CO6 Cp - (E@ + f7) sin cp 

This is the resolution shown in figure 7 (Resolver No. 1). 
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By cornpar- the two preceding sketches, it can be seen that with a 
positive angle 17 there is a reduction Ln sa as the airplane rolls. 
This means that smaller bank angles are required to eliminRte a given 
azimuth error; thus, as indFcated in reference 12, the offset gun line 
appears to be a stabilizing influence. This contention was verified 
with the analog computer where tracking runs with 1CXPmil initial azimuth 
errors were simulated with various valges of ~LRPI$XE inclinat&on, q. 
Figure 22 shows the results for IJ = 0 and IJ = 5 . At q = 0 , the 
response-is only marginally stable. This response could be made satis- 
factory only by reducing the gain for the optical radar 69tor. As 
shown in figure 22, the tracking with the gun axis incHned 5 nose up 
(with respect to the fuselage datum line) was much superior to track- 
with the gun lfne parallel to the fuselage datum line. 

Returning to figure 7, the resolved error signals se and sa are 
then modified by the sight gains Khe and Kka, are further modified by 
the integrating networks, and then are fed to the proper servos. It can 
be seen that the inner stabilizing loops are the same as used in the air- 
plane except that the rudder channel has been omitted. With the assump 
tion of zero sideslip and small pitch angles, the airplane turnFng rate 
r canbe expressed as a sir&e function of the bank angle Cp as shown 
in the following acceleration diagram: 

Sketch (g) 

The accelerations AS and g are added vectorial&v to give the 
resultant AR which may be resolved into the components Vr and Vj', 
normal and parallel, respectively, to AZ. From the sketch it can be 
seen that Vr = g sin 0. This expression eliminates the necessity of 
knowing the airplane yaw responses for aileron and rudder deflections. 

The airplane.responses q and r must then be resolved to obtain 
the rates 8 and Jr with respect to space axes. Since q = ? + 6, the 
proper resolution (Resolver No. 2) is illustrated in the following 
sketch. 
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. 

Sketch (h) 

B =qcoscP-rain9 

f = q sin Cp + r cos Cp (when, as in the present 
case, 8 is always small) 

These quantities are then integrated to give the angles turned through 
by the attacker. 

To complete the geometric representatfon of the tracking maneuver, 
the translation of the attacker nomalto the flight path must also b6 
considered. The following sketch illustrates the lateral translation; 
a similar case exists in pitch. 

I 
R------4 

Sketch (i) 

After tim t the attacker has turned through an angle ))r and moved 
laterally a distance h, so that the track- error has been reduced 
from "36 to a+-' With the assum&ion of small error angles and a 
constant range R, E* may be expressed as 

. 
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Ol? 

The displacement h is approximately equal to V 

25 

The expression for h is based on the assumption that (in addition to 
f3=0)~ remains small compared to q during the tracking maneuver, so 
that 7 is approximately equal to q. In other words, the change in 
interceptor flight path is assumed to be the same as the change In 
attitude. 

The range as it appears in the precedFng equation has a marked 
influence on the performance of the interceptor while tracking after an 
initial lock-on error. In figure 23 are responses from the analog COW 
puter for a range of 6CCl feet and for an infinite range. This figure 
shows that as the range is reduced the problembecomes more severe and 
the response would tend to become unstable at very short ranges. 

. 
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TABLE I.-AIRPINXE RESRXEE CEARACTELRISTICS WTTE VARIOUS STAB7JJZWCION 
LOOPS AS MEASURED IX FKE@Z! AT 180 KmolfS, 10,000 FJBT. 
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Blgure L- Thm+q~ view of test tierceptor in fllgkt. 
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A-1.9847.1 

Figure 2.- Optical radsr sinrulator in rear coclqit of test interceptor. 
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Pip diameter 
2 mils 

Pip ;iamyzter 

100 mils 

(a) Gun line. 

140 mils 

(b) Sight tracking line. 

Figure 3.- Tracking errors as measured with l&m GSAP cameras. 
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r Command circuit 7 Stabilization loop I 

Line of 
sight 

Stabilization 
feed back 

(a) Simplified representative automatic control system. 

Command circuit Stabilization loop 

1 
Gun ,line 

8 
----- 

w Airplane - 
-I 

Stabilization 
feed back 

(b) Simplified SB2C-5 automatic control system. 

sigure 4.- Block diagrams of simplified azrtomatic interceptor control 
systems. 
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(b) Azimuth and turn coordination channels. 

INgure 5.- Block diagram of atiomatic control system as studied on the 
hwed electronic simulator. 
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Figure 6.- Coqarison of the tracking performance under automatic 
control and magual control durbg a lock-n maneuver. 
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Figure 7.-Block diagram of REAC dnnihbion of EB2Eg aticumtlc co&ml Bgstem. 
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“0 2 3 4 5 6 
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(a) Elevation stabilization loop (c), tabts I. 

figure 8.1 Conqprison of 33rterceptor response to a known hpt as 
measured in flight and as determhed fromREiAC 8tudies. 
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(b) Azimuth stabilization loop (c),table I. 

figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9.- Coqarison of the tracking performance as measured in flight 
d as determined from FUZAC studies. Lock-on maneuver from 10-U 
in2tfal error; nonmane uverbq target; simple command system. . 

. 
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Figure lO.-Azimrbh commend signal nonlfnear1tg. 
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